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Abstract
One key concept in cloud computing is elasticity, which is the ability of the cloud
environment to timely adapt the resource assignment along with the workload demand.
According to cloud on-demand model, the infrastructure should be able to scale up and
down to unpredictable workloads, in order to achieve both a guaranteed service level and
cost efficiency. This work addresses the cloud elasticity problem, with particular reference
to the Complex Event Processing (CEP) systems.
CEP systems are designed to process large volumes of event-driven data streams and
continuously provide results with a low latency and in real-time. CEP systems need to
adapt to changing query and events loads. Because of the high computational requirements
and varying loads, CEP are distributed system and running on cloud infrastructures.
In this work we review the cloud computing auto-scaling solutions, and study their suit-
ability in the CEP model. We implement some solutions in a state of the art data stream
processing system and evaluate the experimental results. This work represent an unique ex-
ample of comparison of different scaling techniques for CEP systems on a cloud environment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This work focuses on the elasticity policy for a Complex Event Processing (CEP) system
running on a cloud environment. In this chapter we introduce the key background concepts
such as Complex Event Processing and Cloud computing; finally we describe the scope of
this thesis.
1.1 Complex Event Processing
Complex Event Processing (CEP) systems are designed to process large volumes of event-
driven data streams and continuously provide results with a low latency and in real-time.
CEP technologies in the market. CEP is an emerging technology and is being success-
fully employed in wide number of computing processes and applications. CEP technologies
are often combined with big data and real-time analytics. Some typical applications of CEP
are: equipment monitoring, smart metering, fraud detection and stock markets information
systems.
CEP systems architecture. CEP systems are designed to detect the complex patterns
of events that involve the occurrence of multiple, related events. Having to process high
volumes of data, the computational demand of such systems is typically high and their
architecture is distributed. Furthermore CEP has to deal with variable amount of data rates
and of users. For example a CEP system might require to scale out to hundreds of host
in order to cope with the incoming amount of data. The hosts management and in general
the resources assignment is typically abstracted in a CEP system and it is to an underlying
cloud computing platform, as introduced in the next section.
1.2 Cloud computing
The term Cloud computing describes a ultra large-scale distributed computing environment
able to provide an application, an infrastructure or a platform to its consumers according
to an on-demand paradigm. Some relevant advantages of a cloud computing system are
9
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Figure 1.1: Cloud computing Scheme. Source: wikipedia.org
scalability and virtualization. Resources such as servers, memory and storage devices are
virtualized and they can they appear as potentially infinite to the platform users . The cloud
platform offers a fine-grained, timely and elastic management provision of the resources.
Cloud computing is an emerging technology and it is becoming more and more popular
in the IT market. It offers a combination of technical and business-oriented advantages:
it achieves an economy of scale and consequently it reduces costs for infrastructure and
improves the accessibility and flexibility of resources.
Service model . Cloud providers typically offer three different service models:
• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), the provider offers processing, storage and
network resources and management middle-ware on its servers (typically virtual hosts).
The customer has a certain degree of control on the management of some resources,
such as the number of instances to run. Some examples are Amazon EC2, Rankspace
and Google Compute Engine.
• Platform as a Service (PaaS), the provider offers an application server including
10
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1.3 Goal of this thesis
programming environments and tools for developing and deploying the software. The
management of the underlying hardware and software layers is delegated to the cloud
infrastructure. some examples are Amazon Elastic Beanstalk, Google App Engine,
Windows Azure, Force.com.
• Software as a Service (SaaS), the provider directly offers the use of a certain online
application to its clients. Some examples are Google Apps, Salesforce.com.
Cloud computing service agreement. The contract between the cloud computing ven-
dor and its customers defines the pricing model and the service agreement. Different pricing
models can apply: on-demand billing (the customer pays the use of resources only for the
time they are actually employed); reserved instances with long-term commitment; and spot
instances. The Service Level Agreement (SLA) is the part of the contract defining the terms
of service and the resources availability that the provider guarantees. In case any term is
infringed, the SLA also defines the monetary value for each Service Level Violation (SLV). A
SLV correspond to a credit for the customer, which is also an economic loss for the provider.
Customers provide the computational demand, quality of service requirements but also a
monetary budget not to be exceeded. The contract may provide that the service is tem-
porary suspended, in case the demand exceeds the budget. One key objective for cloud
providers is to achieve a certain service level, while keeping the costs low.
1.3 Goal of this thesis
One key topic in cloud computing is elasticity, which is the ability to allocate the resources
in a fast and timely manner in order to guarantee the service on varying workloads and
conditions. This task boils down to a trade-off between quality of service and cost-efficiency.
Finding an optimal elasticity policy for a cloud system is a non-trivial task, since various
factors affect the auto-scaling system. Some complicating conditions are: the workloads are
fluctuating and often present bursts, the resource assignment action may have a significant
time delay, and the resources re-allocation has an additional computational cost.
The goal of this thesis is to explore the existing solutions to the auto-scaling problem and
their suitability for a CEP system. Na¨ıve threshold-based policies are often insufficient to
efficiently cope with the varying workloads of a CEP system. Different approaches has been
applied to the auto-scaling problem, typically in a 3-tier architecture or to the business layer.
Control theory, reinforcement learning, queuing theory and time series has been successfully
applied to solve the auto-scaling problem. Based on a study of related work, we evaluate
their suitability in the CEP context and select the most fitting solutions. These solutions are
adapted and implemented in a CEP prototype and finally they are evaluated according to
the common benchmarks in order to identify improvements and limitations of each solution.
11
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Document organization
In chapter 2 we describe the architecture of a CEP system. A formal description of
the system model is presented. We also the assumption we consider in the current work.
Subsequently the problem definition is formally defined. The system requirements and the
architectural constrains of our prototype are also specified.
In chapter 3 we present the related work. Different solutions are classified and reviewed.
Finally a comparative table of the solutions is presented in order to show how the different
techniques fit our requirements.
In chapter 4 we present the solutions we decided to implement in our prototype. In
particular we provide a detailed description of the technique and we focus on the adaptation
of the solution to our system.
Chapter 5 provides an experimental evaluation of the solutions. We present the common
application benchmarks which are used to evaluate the performance of the system. A brief
description of the workloads is also provided here. Finally we present our experimental
results.
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Chapter 2
System Description and Problem
Definition
A CEP system objective is to process a stream of event-based data and continuously supply
real-time outputs to its clients. CEP system typically deals with huge amount of event data
with high velocity and are run on distributed systems.
In this chapter we describe the architecture of a CEP system, with particular reference to
the prototype we use in our evaluation: FUGU.
2.1 System Architecture
The system main components are: the execution platform and the manager. The data are
continuously provided by the data sources and are processed according to the clients queries.
The data processing is performed by the execution platform which is typically implemented
as a grid of hosts. The manager executes the admission control of the queries, a query
optimization, the mapping of queries into operators and the operators placement into the
executing platform.
The CEP platform processing is defined using a Continuous Computation Language (CCL),
which offers a subset of relational algebra operators (including selection, projection, join, se-
quence and aggregation functions). From the system architecture perspective, an operator
can be considered as the unit of stream processing that can be managed independently.
The submission of new query by the client, implies the following actions:
• the query optimization component analyses the query operators and matches them
with those already existing in the system in find potential re-use of the operators
(multi query optimization);
• new operators are submitted to the placement component;
13
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Figure 2.1: System Architecture
• the placement component finds a suitable host for running the operators, or eventually
instantiates new hosts.
The operators placement tries to achieve load balancing and compute the optimal alloca-
tion on the basis of informations and statistics about the system utilization and performances.
2.1.1 Query optimization
When a large number of queries are running on the system, it often happen the some oper-
ations are common to more queries. In order to minimize the workload, common results are
reused by different queries. This solution is based on the multi-query optimization technique.
2.1.2 Operators Placement
The goal of the operators placement is balance the load among hosts, minimize the number
of required hosts, while guaranteeing a certain level of service and the satisfaction the system
requirements.
Initial Placement At the system start-up time, a worst-case estimation of the workload
is used in order to compute the operators placement. The placement is modelled as a bin
packing problem. The manager computes the total workload demand and therefore the
minimal number of required hosts. The bin packing approach let the manager automatically
decide to allocate a new host in case the platform has not enough available capacity.
Runtime Placement The system should be able to adjust and to adapt to the computa-
tional demand.
14
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2.1 System Architecture
In case queries are added or removed by the clients, operators are consequently added or
removed from the platform. The manager recomputes the computational demands and find
a fitting placement. Hosts workloads are also affected by changes in the input streams. An
host implements a periodical monitoring of its resources and specifically of the CPU utiliza-
tion and of the response latency. The goal is to maintain the average CPU usage close to a
reference value, which is decided on the basis of the heuristic performance and architectural
considerations
When an host detects an imminent overload, it notifies the manager. The reaction of the
manager is to move one or more operators from the overloaded host into another less loaded
host, or to allocate a new host in case the platform has not enough remaining capacity. If
the host detects to be underloaded, the manager tries to allocate all its operators onto the
other running hosts with enough capacity. In case of success, the manager de-allocate the
host.
It is important to note that the operators load can be considered as coarse-grained in
comparison to the total available utilization of an host. This means that for example in
a overloaded host, the smallest operator may have a dimension which is bigger that the
workload to remove. Furthermore the move of operators has a computational cost. These
factors can potentially lead to unbalanced loads of the hosts. When an host is overloaded,
the operators placement component also selects which operators to move. This decision
attempts to make the CPU usage as close as possible to the reference value, by finding the
best fitting set of operators to be removed. This is a typical sub-set problem and can be
solved heuristically (since it is an NP-complete problem). In case the network bandwidth is
also limited, this restriction has also to be considered in the migration decision.
2.1.3 Cost efficiency
The elastic CEP can follow the on-demand cloud model. As mentioned before, users of a
CEP system provide the computational demand but also a budget and quality of service
requirements. One of the goal of the manager component is to minimize the costs, while
meeting the service level requirements, through the elasticity policy.
The admission new queries should also take into consideration the computational cost of a
query and the budget requirements. Introducing the monetary cost to the scheduling prob-
lem adds a new dimension to the optimization problem. The admission control component
decides to reject or accept new queries according to the available budget.
2.1.4 Elasticity
The system manager component is able to detect when system is over or under loaded. For
each host various statistics and performance indicators are monitored, for example the CPU
15
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usage and response latency. Based on this information, the manager decides when to release
an host or to instantiate a new one.
FUGU implements a simple rules based approach to decide when to scale up or down.
Two classes of rules are described: threshold-based and tendency-based. An upper and
lower bound for the controlled indicators are empirically determined. The violation of these
bounds let the system detect if it over/under loaded conditions are met. A threshold-based
rule describes a condition (a threshold is violated for a certain time) and the action to be
take when the condition happens. A tendency-based rule try to anticipate the occurrence of
certain conditions. They are based on the history of the indicators (i.e. the increase of the
CPU utilization).
2.2 System Model
In this section we describe a formal model of our system an the main variables to be consid-
ered for the operators placement and the elasticity policy analysis.
2.2.1 Hosts Workload
Let n be the number of hosts that are running on the executing platform at a certain time.
m is the number of operators running on a certain host. ino is the input stream data rate
for the operator o; Let to be the estimation of the computational time per input data ; The
workload for an operator can be estimated as:
loado = ino × to
Then the total load for a single host can be calculated as:
hostLoad =
∑n
o=1 loado
Various events and factors affect the CPU utilization of an host. Two main external
causes may affect the workload of an host:
• the addition or removal of a query
• a change on the input data rate
In this work we only consider the variance of input rate as the main cause of changes in
the workload, as explained in the next paragraph.
2.2.2 Input Rate
The input rate represent the frequency of the events-data which are processed by the system.
Real case scenarios show how the input rate can be extremely bursty. Because of the presence
of filters, the input rate can affect different queries in very dissimilar ways. It is complex
and computationally expensive to find a mathematical relation between the input rate and
the workload.
16
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2.3 Problem Definition
Addition or removal of queries by users happen more sporadically in real case scenarios and
a delay while to initialize a new query can be tolerated. Therefore this work focuses on the
input rate as the main cause of changes on the workload
2.2.3 Summary of the assumptions
In order to simplify the analysis and the comparison of different solutions we present in
the following chapters, we provide a list of assumption regarding the CEP system we are
considering.
• We assume CPU utilization is the variable to be optimized;
• input data rate is the main disturbance factor we consider in the control of the system;
• at the global system level, action to decide is whether to scale number of running
instances of VMs;
• at the single host layer the action to decide is whether to add/remove operators to the
host;
• the operators load can be considered as coarse-grained in comparison to the total
available utilization of an host
2.3 Problem Definition
We address the problem of deciding when the system should redistribute the resources
among hosts or dynamically scale the available resources on the basis of the variation of the
workload.
The goal of the hosts allocation is to optimize a certain resource utilization, while satisfying
the SLA. Normally the resource optimization is the minimization of the number of running
hosts. The manager component can perform the scaling action according to the workload
demand: increase or decrease the number of running hosts.
An host should be able to estimate its own CPU utilization, and to communicate it to the
manager altogether with information about overload or underload conditions. The manager
component collects this information from all hosts and can respond with:
• operators migrations among the hosts,
• scaling action on the number of hosts.
Architectural constrains. In a real case scenario, the problem modelling faces several
complications:
• The scaling action delay is significant and time-variant,
17
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• The scaling action is coarse-grained
• The bandwidth between the hosts is limited and the operators migration require a
certain bandwidth utilization. Unnecessary moves should be avoided.
2.4 Requirements
We consider the following criteria (non-functional requirements) in the design of our proposed
solution:
1. Independence from strict hypotheses on the workload and/or system model:
(a) the solution should be independent from the workload characteristics; we
make no assumption on the input workload, for example we do not want to adjust
the solution on a specific pattern, or stochastic model of the workload
(b) the solution should be adaptable to different system models (such as 3-tier
model, data streams, etc.);
2. Adaptivity: the system should be able to adapt online to changing conditions to model
changes; the system should be learning from runtime performance feedback
capabilities;
3. Configurability: the elasticity policy should be easy to set up and configure by a
system administrator (for example desired performance/cost parameters);
4. Robustness: the system should have a reasonable behaviour in case of wrong config-
uration, and cope with disturbances and errors in measurements;
5. Computational feasibility the algorithm should be computationally feasible in the
real-time environment;
2.5 Architectural Constraints
Furthermore we consider the following architectural constrains in the design of our proposed
solution:
1. the variables are monitored at the level of a single host; due to the coarse-grained
dimension of the operators, the load may be not equally balanced among the hosts,
thus it important to consider the measures at a single host level, rather than using
aggregated system measures ;
2. the decisions and the actions are performed by a central manager component;
3. the system is able to monitor and provide runtime information about the following
variables: response latency, input rate, average CPU utilization, memory usage, with
the frequency of once every second;
18
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2.5 Architectural Constraints
4. scaling action problems: the time delay is time-variant and action is coarse-grained ;
5. our work focuses on single layer architecture (corresponding to the business layer
of a 3-tier architecture);
6. the cloud computing model we focus on is IaaS.
19
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Chapter 3
Auto-scaling Techniques
A large variety of solutions has been proposed to address the automatic scaling problem
(also referred as auto-scaling, adaptive-control, control elastic policy or autonomic resource
allocation). A quite comprehensive review of these techniques is presented by Lorido-Botran
et al. in [LML2012].
The main goal of the autonomic platform manager is to allocate the resources in a fast and
timely manner to ensure the service level agreement on a varying workload or conditions.
To achieve this result, two main tasks can be identified:
1. estimating the system resources demand. This task aims at evaluating the
current or future resources demand through an analytical model or a simulation of
the system. The computation is based on the monitored variables, form example the
number of clients requests, or the system performance indicators (such as the latency
or CPU utilization).
2. allocating the system resources. The purpose is to find the optimal resource
assignment while satisfying the constrains. The decision can be based on the previous
steps performances, on the current resource demand or on future estimations.
3.1 Classifications
The literature about auto-scaling techniques is wide and heterogeneous, due to the many
different contexts the techniques have been applied to. We describe several classifications,
which correspond to the main choices or constraints to be considered in the design of an
auto-scaling system.
The focus of the elasticity policy can be on different layers of a cloud computing platform
(IaaS, Paas or SaaS, see also section 1.2 for a complete description). Some works make a
comprehensive model including all the 3 layers (an example is presented in [USCGW2008]).
21
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One important distinction criteria is based on the scaling action type. In horizontal scal-
ing, the action consists in instantiating new servers or distributing the workload among
the servers. Otherwise in vertical scaling the resources (such as memory or available CPU)
are dynamically redistributed among the VM . Most of the operating systems do not sup-
port dynamic resource assignment to VMs at runtime, so vertical scaling is normally not
supported.
Another differentiation related to the architecture of the platform concerns the optimizing
entity, which takes the scaling decisions. The decision can be taken by centralized entity (the
manager component of the cloud platform) or distributed among the servers. (i.e. RightScale,
see [Rig]).
One important property of the system is the ability to anticipate the workload demand.
An elasticity policy can be:
1. reactive, if the system allocates the resources according to the current and past work-
load;
2. proactive, if the system uses a models to predict the future demand and allocate the
resources trying to anticipate the system needs.
In the next sections of this chapter the following techniques are presented:
1. threshold-based rules
2. queuing theory
3. time series
4. reinforcement learning
5. control theory
It is important to highlight that some techniques can be combined together. Some ap-
proaches have been designed for specific contexts. Nevertheless most of the techniques can
be adapted to different problems.
3.2 Threshold-based rules
Threshold-based policies are the simplest and most intuitive class of elasticity policies. A
set of rules defines when a new resource allocation is triggered. The rules involve some pa-
rameters such as the upper and lower thresholds and the CPU of trigger condition. The
structure of a threshold rules is the following:
22
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3.3 Queuing Theory
 If U > UpThr for more than d seconds
then Scale Up
and do nothing for s seconds 
Where U represent the CPU utilization, UpThr is the upper threshold, d is the condition
time duration and s is the inertial duration after a scaling action is executed. The sys-
tem administrator can configure the parameters based on the knowledge of the system and
experienced performances.
Review
The main advantage of the threshold-based approach is that it is a simple and intuitive.
On the other hand, the main disadvantages is that the solution is not adaptive to varying
conditions. The system can be configured but the administrator need to set several param-
eters, but this kind of operation should be performed by an expert and the tuning of the
parameters can be complex.
An example of Threshold-based policy is implemented on the FUGU prototype. A review
of Threshold-based solutions is presented by [LML2012]; we do not focus on this approach
since our experiments shows it is not sufficient to cope with our workloads (see chapter 5)
and it doesn’t comply with the adaptivity requirement.
3.3 Queuing Theory
Queuing Theory (QT) provides a powerful tool to model computing, networking and traffic
engineering problems. It has been successfully employed to model Internet applications. on
a model of the waiting
Queuing theory is based on the mathematical model to estimate the system performances,
based on workload variables. The model considers input indicators, for example the requests
arriving to the system, and evaluates performance metrics such as the request service time
and the length of queue they produce. The main variables of the model are:
• the mean arrival rate
• the inter-arrival time distribution
• the service time distribution
• the number of servers
• the queue length
23
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The model assumes that the distribution of the inter-arrival time and service time are
known a priori ; typical examples assume these distributions to be Poisson processes, deter-
ministic processes (i.e. with a constant value or rate), or general probability (with a certain
mean value and variance). In a multi-tier architecture, different distributions can be assumed
for each layer.
This model is intended for a stationary system, so in case the conditions are varying, the
systems parameters have to be recalculated in-line, through an analytical model or a simu-
lation.
Review
Queuing theory focuses on estimating the relations between the requests and resources de-
mand. Still it doesn’t provide a methods to decide a scaling action or to evaluate its result.
So this technique is often used in combination with other approaches (for example control
theory in [ATE2012], and reinforcement learning in [TJDB2006]). The main advantage is
that QT provides a powerful tool to estimate the resources required to obtain a certain
throughput at a certain workload.
On the other hand QT is intended for stationary systems, otherwise the model parameters
need to be recalculated periodically; furthermore this analytic method requires to make some
assumptions which kind of process approximate the workload.
In [USCGW2008] and [ZCS2007] a multi-tier architecture is modelled in order to find the
optimal allocation on each tier. The workload is modelled as a Gaussian process and anal-
ysed from the probabilistic perspective. The model is able to adjust the model parameters
according to the continuous measurements.
In [ZCS2007] the model is estimated through an online regression-based approximation of
CPU demand in relation of the workload rate; they use different workload profiles to test
the system and their results show that the approximation may not work properly in case of
varying workload profiles. In [USCGW2008] the workload is assumed to have a Gaussian
arrival time distribution. They propose a technique to allocate resources over the 3-tier of
the architecture, based both on large time scale (with the prediction of periodic and daily
workloads) and small time scale (through a reactive approach).
In [VPR2007] the authors shows how the arrival interval can be correctly modelled as a
Poisson process for a medium-short time scale. The problem is modelled as an optimization
problem, considering a multi-customer infrastructure, the costs for service provisioning and
violation probabilities. They propose different resolution approaches based on approximation
and statistical methods. This approach focuses on how the cloud provider should distribute
its resource to its costumers in order to optimized the profits.
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3.4 Time-series Analysis
3.4 Time-series Analysis
A time series (TS) is an ordered sequence of successive data points, measured at uniform time
intervals. TS analysis aims at finding repeating patterns or at predicting future values. Such
techniques have been employed in different domains, such as finance, economics, engineering,
etc. TS have been also used to support cloud elasticity to forecast workload values or resource
usage. As mentioned before, the time delay occurring in resource allocation is one of the
key point of the elasticity problem. Consequently being able to predict workloads or usages
constitutes a great advantage into achieving the solution. This approach focuses on the
estimation of the resource demand, so it may be often used in combination with other
techniques to decide the allocation of resources.
The analysis has been applied either to the workload or to the resource demand. The
prediction of the next values is based on the last observations (called history window). The
list of most common techniques include:
• Averaging methods have the goal to remove noise from the TS and provide a smoothed
series of values. The future values are calculated as a weighted average of the input
window ;
• Auto-regressive methods: the future values are still calculated as a liner function of
the point in the history window, but the weighting coefficients are continuously com-
puted through the auto-correlation on the window; it can be used in combination with
averaging methods, for example in Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARMA)
• Machine learning methods, for example neural networks, have been employed to make
the system learn the relation between the future value and the history window ;
• Pattern matching aims at finding similar patterns in long time-series; used algorithms
include auto correlation or string matching ;
• Signal processing algorithms, such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), have been used
to study the time-series properties as a periodic signal; the dominant frequencies are
treated as the repeating pattern;
Review
The TS approach assumes that there are reaping patterns in the workload or resource usage
or the presence of a strong correlation between the past and future values. This approach is
successful in certain domains, for example the data traces of internet applications commonly
shows daily, weekly and yearly repeating patterns. So TS can significantly improve the
elasticity policy by adding a proactive capacity. Better results are shown on longer time
scale. The same task is more complex on a short time scale, due to the unpredictable nature
of the workloads and the presence of bursts.
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Figure 3.1: Reinforcement Learning Scheme
In [CDM2011] the authors present a workload prediction approach based on pattern match-
ing of the short-term workload history.
Signal processing, auto regression and statistical learning algorithms are combined to achieve
online predictions of dynamic application resource requirements in [GGW2010].
In [SSGW2011] the authors uses a hybrid approach that combines signature-driven signal
processing for pattern recognition and state-driven prediction algorithms to estimate the
corresponding demand.
An example of autoregressive moving average methods can be found in [RDG2011]. A sec-
ond order ARMA filter is used to predict the workload from the latest three points of the
series. A performance model is then used to estimate the resource allocation in function of
the predicted workload.
Machine learning techniques and simple statistical models are used in [MBE2013]; it is inter-
esting to note that the predictors operate on different time scales in order to achieve trends
forecasting on a short and medium term.
3.5 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is an artificial intelligence technique based on autonomous
agents and automatic decision-making. This approach has also been extensively applied to
the automatic resource allocation problems. The basic idea of RL is that an agent operates
in the environment through actions . The agent get informations about the state of the
environment and get a reward on the basis of the effect of its previous action.
The agent policy is the mapping from states to probabilities of selecting each possible
action. The core of the problem is to find the optimal agent policy in selecting the action at
each time step. The policy objective is to optimize the long-term discounted reward.
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3.5 Reinforcement Learning
If the MDP complete model is not known, different techniques can be employed to estimate
it. In particular RL is suitable in the auto-scaling context when the model unknown and it
is adequate for step-by-step learning. Model-based reinforcement learning aims at approx-
imating the missing model, while model-free reinforcement learning directly estimates the
value function or policy. A comprehensive discussion of reinforcement learning (also referred
as Q-learning) can be found in [SB1998].
Review
RL is suitable for the auto-scaling scenario, when it is useful in contexts where the system
model is not known a-priori .
Nevertheless some important issues have to be considered:
• a long time for the learning to converge to a nearly optimal solution,
• finding a good initial policy, for the early leaning phase,
• ability to adapt to major model changes,
• the computational complexity grows exponentially with the state space, so there are
scalability problems on large scale systems.
In [BHD2012][43] Barrett et al. present: an extended Q-learning processes base on parallel
agents. The system is divided into subsystems and more agents attempt to approximate the
optimal policy and share their individual learning experience. This approach significantly
reduces the convergence time in the initial phase. The system is still affected by the problem
of finding a good initial policy (which is still inefficient before a nearly optimal solution is
found).
In [DKMMRT2011][55] and [RBXWY2009][78] the authors present model-based Q-Learning
algorithms. In model-based Q-learning the probability distribution and rewards function are
statistically estimated from system observations.This approach makes the system learn faster
and react properly to smooth model changes. Nevertheless [DKMMRT2011][55] show that an
oﬄine manual tuning of parameters is important for the initial performance. [RBXWY2009][78]
also relies on an initial oﬄine training and they relate the initial performance to a good and
appropriate choice of the samples.
In [TJDB2006][83] an hybrid approach is described: the system is modelled according to
queuing theory, while Reinforcement learning is employed to manage the performance. The
authors propose efficient approaches to limit the main drawbacks of reinforcement learning.
The bad initial performance is mitigated by the use of oﬄine training and a supplied initial
policy (based on queuing model). The complexity of operating on a too large state space is
solved by the choice to provide a non-linear approximation of the value function (through a
neural network). They also examine both transients and switching delays. They conclude
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that the system is robust to various changes, thanks to the substitute policy during the
learning phases.
3.6 Control Theory
Control theory (CT) is a field of engineering that studies dynamical systems with the purpose
of conducting their behaviour. Control-theoretic methods have been applied to a wide range
of computing problems including task scheduling, bandwidth allocation, QoS adaptation in
web servers, load balancing, network flow control, and power management ([AKN2004]).
In CT a mathematical model of the system is built and it properties are analysed (such
as controllability, observability and stabilizability). On the basis of the system properties, a
controller is designed. The design of a control system involves the following aspects:
• structure of the control model; possible options are open loop, feedback and feed-
forward;
• parametrization and adaptability of the model; different controllers are: fixed
gain (parameters are calculated oﬄine, for example Integral controller, PID), adaptive
(parameters are tuned online, for example self-tuning PID), reconfiguring (parameters
and model are tuned online), model predictive control (proactive approach to predict
adaptation actions);
• estimation of transfer function; the relation between input and output (transfer
function) of the controlled system can be derived by a mathematical model, linear
oﬄine approximation, system identification techniques, estimators (for time variant
dynamics, for example ARMA, fuzzy models, Kalman filter)
The typical structure of a closed loop or feedback control system is shown in figure 3.2.
The controller input is the error on the controlled variable (the difference between a reference
value and the one measured on the system). The controller output represents the adjustment
of a variable to be operated on the system. The controller output is based on a mathematical
model of the system when it is known; otherwise a model can be obtained through model
estimation or artificial intelligence techniques.
Controller
Execution
Platform
e(k) ResultRef.
Δm(k)
+
-
Figure 3.2: Control System Scheme
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3.6 Control Theory
Review
CT is mature and extensive discipline. Various different CT techniques have been applied
in the auto-scaling domain.
In [KCFP2012] Kalyvianki et al. apply a PI (proprtional-integral) feedback controller to
a data stream processing system. The authors describe a non-linear discrete-time controller;
the controlled variable is the response latency in a single node; it is interesting to note that
model also include a varying bounded delay and non-linear behaviours in the design of the
controller
In [KCH2009] Kalyvianki et al. describe a self-adaptive and self-configured control system
based on Kalman Filters prediction model. The main Advantage is the the controller has
capability to online self-configure (without an a-priori knowledge). On the other hand the
model make the assumption that Kalman is optimal under some hypothesis which may be
too strict in our context: (a) the system is described by a linear model and (b) the process
and measurement noise are white and Gaussian.
In [LBCP2009] Lim et al. present a proportional threshold technique based on an integral
controller. Their model also consider the problem of coarse-grained actuator. Parameters
are estimated empirically (linear regression is used to estimate the relation between com-
putational demand and the required hosts number); The system has a fixed gain which is
calculated oﬄine using a Z transform of the model. This a controller is simple to build on
top of a threshold-based policy but it has the disadvantage of not being fully adaptive.
In [BCMHS2012] Barker et al. present a PID-based controller. PID is consolidated and
widely known technique in control theory (which can solve most of control problems). The
main challenge is choosing the PID parameters: this can be achieved through the consolidated
techniques (for example Ziegler-Nichols) and manual tuning.
The main disadvantage is that this approach is based on an oﬄine configuration, which might
not adapt to changes in the model. For adaptivity implementation the authors suggest to
make reference to Padala et al. in [PHSZUWSM2008], who present adaptive controller based
on an ARMA model estimator.
[GSLBI2012] Ghanbari et al. present a predictive model based on queue theory and
feedback system. They define an optimization problem with performance objectives to satisfy
while minimizing costs. This approach also consider the delay in resource provisioning
The main disadvantage is that the efficiency of the solution is dependant on accuracy of the
model.
Ali-Eldin et al. ([ATE2012]) also describe an hybrid solution: the infrastructure is mod-
elled according to queue theory. Queue theory provide the future usage estimation. The
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elastic policy is then implemented through a controller. Different controllers may be applied
for the scale up and scale down control. Proactive, reactive and hybrid approaches are con-
sidered and tested. The controller is parameter independent and can be configured to use
any performance variable as the controlled parameter.
[PH2009] Park et al. present a PI controller which is automatic self-tuned through a model
estimation. The estimator is based on a first order linear difference equation.
Wang, Xu et al. in [WXZTF2011] and previous works present an adaptive fuzzy model
to control the behaviour of a VM hosting a distributed database. The model works on the
optimization of multiple resources needs.
In [LZ2013] Lama et al. present a model-independent self-adaptive neural fuzzy controller
(NFC). NFC is a hybrid of control-theoretical and machine learning techniques. It is capable
of self-constructing its structure and adapting its parameters through fast online learning.
Their controller also compensates the effect of server switching delays. It is robust to varia-
tion in workload intensity, characteristics, delay target, and server switching delays.
3.7 Comparative analysis of the Different Techniques
In this section we present a comparative analysis of the related work. The goal is to select
the approaches which fit our system requirements and constrains (as described in chapter 2).
For each work we show if requirements and constrains are matched or not. On the basis of
this comparison we have selected the approaches to implement and adapt on our prototype.
The selected algorithms are described in details in the next chapter.
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N
Table 3.1: Table of comparison of the scaling techniques matches with Requirements (R) and Architectural Constraints (AC)
techniques: QT: queuing theory, RL: reinforcement learning, CT: control theory, TS: time series
- not applicable or not specified
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Chapter 4
Proposed Solutions
On the basis of the criteria we describe on chapter 2.3, we propose the implementation of
two alternative solutions for our prototype:
• a self-adaptive neural fuzzy controller (NFC) based on the one presented in
[LZ2013]. This approach is an hybrid of control theory and machine-learning tech-
niques. The controller main feature is the capability of self-constructing its structure
and adapting its parameters through online learning without an a-priori knowledge
of the model or of the workload. This approach is robust to variation in workload
intensity, characteristics, delay target, and server switching delays.
• a reinforcement learning (RL) technique based on the work presented in [TJDB2006].
This approach exploit the capacities of RL to adapt the agent response towards a cer-
tain goal. This work addresses some common RL drawbacks and the main key problems
of our scenario, such as finding an initial policy, minimizing convergence time, oﬄine
training and coping with transients and switching delays.
In this chapter we first describe the previous threshold policy and the two implemented
solutions.
4.1 Threshold policy
A set of rules defines when resources should be re-allocated. An heuristic-rule based policy
schema is presented in [GSLI2011]. The rules aim at detecting when the hosts are overloaded
or under-loaded and deciding the subsequent action.
The structure of the rule is: ”if condition, then action”; the condition represents the
state and history of the system based on the monitored variables; while action involves the
reallocation of resources, such as the move of operators or the allocation or de-allocation of
hosts.
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Our system parameters include:
• the maximal and minimal number of hosts;
• the load operating interval represents the CPU utilization interval in which the system
should be working; it is defined by the upper and lower thresholds
• the refractory period represents the period of time following an action during which
the system should not take any further action.
A threshold rules involving the CPU utilization (util) and a scaling action is the following:
 If util > UpThr for more than d seconds
then Scale Up
and do nothing for s seconds 
Where U represent the CPU utilization, UpThr is the upper threshold, d is the condition
time duration and s is the inertial duration after a scaling action is executed.
The system administrator can configure the parameters based on the knowledge of the
system and experienced performances. This solution is clearly dependant on the adminis-
trator expertise on the system, and it is not adaptive to varying condition, as discussed in
chapter 3.
As explained and shown in the experiments chapter, this approach is not always sufficient
to cope with dynamic workloads.
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4.2 Self-adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Controller
4.2 Self-adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Controller
A Neuro-Fuzzy Controller (NFC) combines control theory and artificial intelligence tech-
niques.
4.2.1 Control System Model
The control system follows the scheme of a classical controller with the addition of the
learning component (see Fig. 4.1). The reference point (Ref.) represents the goal the
controller should achieve, for example in our case it is the CPU utilization, which can be
set to a certain value on the basis of the system performance. The reference is compared
with the actual value measured in the system. The difference between the reference and the
measure is the error e(k) that the controller aims to correct. The output of the controller
is ∆m(k) and represents the adjustment on the resources allocation that the system has to
operate. In our system the controlled variable is the latency, which is monitored and can be
corrected by actions on the system (such as operators moves or scaling actions).
Online learning An adaptive controller has an additional component, the online learning
which tunes the controller parameters. The online learning component receive the same
inputs as the controller, evaluate the performances so that it is able to tune the parameters
in relation to its performances. The NFC is a fuzzy neural network which incorporates both
the controller and the learning function.
Controller
Execution
Platform
Online
Learning
d/dt
e(k)
e(k)
Adaptive Controller
Result
Ref.
m(k)+
-
Figure 4.1: Control System Architecture
4.2.2 Fuzzy Neural Network
A fuzzy neural network combines two distinct fields of artificial intelligence, fuzzy logic and
artificial neural networks. Fuzzy control systems main advantages are high approximation
ability, their interpretability and ease to incorporate expert knowledge. A Fuzzy controller
alone could incorporate the rules of a threshold policy, but it cannot cope and adapt to highly
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dynamic workloads. Artificial neural network posses the advantage of learning capabilities,
optimization abilities, capacity to approximate non-linear behaviours. The combination of
the two techniques aims at creating a robust controller which can self-adapt and have an
interpretable structure.
A Fuzzy Adaptive Learning Control Network (FALCON) was proposed by Lin and Lee
[LL1991] and applied to many control problems with the requirement of adaptiveness. Figure
4.2 shows the structure of the FALCON:
• the first layer has one or more inputs which are referred as linguistic nodes. In our
system the inputs are the error e(k) and the change in error ∆e(k). The error represents
the difference between the reference point and the measured variable; the error variation
is also utilized as input in order to provider higher responsiveness and stability.
• the second layer contains the input terms nodes which have the role to perform the
membership function for the inputs. In fuzzy logic, it represents the degree of truth
for a certain condition regarding an input element.
• the third layer contains rule nodes. The nodes represent the precondition part of a
fuzzy logic rule. Each node combines the results of the membership function from the
two input elements. It operates a multiplication and its output represent the firing
strength for a certain input value.
• the fourth layer acts as defuzzifier. The firing strength signals from the rule nodes
are weighted and summed. In our system its output represents the action to be taken
(such as the removal of operators or a scaling action).
4.2.3 Computation of output
Layer 1 The input layer is composed by N input nodes. They only passes the input
signals to the next layer. In our case study N = 2 and the signals are the error e(k) and
error variation ∆e(k).
Layer 2 The layer is composed by N · M nodes, where N depends on the number of
inputs and M on the number or linguistic rules. The number of rules M can be dynamic,
as explained in the structure learning section. This makes a total of 2 ·M nodes in our
case. The index i is associated to the input and jth to the linguistic term. So the output of
the node associated to the ith input and jth linguistic term is denoted as u
Aji
. A Gaussian
function is used as membership function:
u
Aji
= exp(−(xi −mji)
2
σ2ji
) (4.1)
where xi is the input mji and σji represents the mean value and the standard deviation. The
mean value corresponds to a numeric value associated to a linguistic term. The deviance
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4.2 Self-adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Controller
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Figure 4.2: Neuro-Fuzzy Controller Scheme
is normally chosen according to the desired distance between 2 consecutive nodes, in order
to cover properly the input space. The output represents the degree of truth of a linguistic
term and it is in the range [0; 1]. For example let us consider a node associated with the error
input. Suppose that this node has to recognise a large negative error, and the corresponding
numerical value −15 is assigned as mean value. Its output equals to 1 when the input equals
the mean value −15.
Layer 3 The layer is composed by M rule nodes. Each node combines the signals coming
from i input terms nodes associated with a certain linguistic rule. The computed operation
is the multiplication of the signals:
uj = uAj1
· u
Aj2
. . . · u
Ajn
. (4.2)
For example we can consider the linguistic term associated to large negative error (-15) and a
moderate negative variation of error (-7.5). Then the input pair with error -15 and variation
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-6 produce the signals 1 and 0.8 from the input terms nodes. The corresponding output of
the rule node is 0.8, the product of the 2 signals.
Layer 4 This layer converts the conclusions of the fuzzy rules into numeric outputs. In
our case we only use one output which represents the adjustment of the resources. The rule
nodes outputs are weighted and summed as follows:
y =
M∑
j=1
wj · uj . (4.3)
The weight wj represents the strength of the j
th rule.
Let us consider the previous paragraphs example, and suppose that a negative ∆m(k)
represents the CPU utilization of the operators to be removed from the controlled host (i.e.
15%). A fuzzy rule can be defined as following: if error is large negative and change in error
is moderate negative, then remove a large operator from host. A large operator is namely
defined as one occupying 18% of CPU. Then the expected output should be i.e. -18 and so
the corresponding weight -18. The consequence of such an action would be a reduction of
error and would lead towards a convergence of the system.
4.2.4 Structure Learning
The NFC is able to learn its own structure. The structure learning phase has the function
to guarantee the coverage of the input space. The NFC can have an empty initial structure
containing only the input and output nodes, with no rule nodes. Nevertheless an initial
structure can also be assigned, on the basis of experiments or oﬄine training, in order to
improve initial performance.
When a new input is presented to the NFC, the firing strength of existing rules is computed
(layers 1 to 3). If the firing strength of none of the rules is bigger than a certain threshold,
no rule node is able to recognise the current input and provide a proper output. Then a new
rule will be added in correspondence of the new input. A rule is composed by N input term
nodes and one rule node connected to the input terms. The new input is assigned to the
mean value of the membership values of the new input term nodes.
Before the rule is added, its similarity with the existing rules is checked, in order to avoid
having too similar rules in the network. For this purpose a similarity function is used to
measure the similarity between rules, as presented in [LL1994]. Being uA(x) and uB(x) two
membership functions, the similarity measure between the two functions E(A,B) is
E(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
σA
√
pi + σB
√
pi − |A ∩B| . (4.4)
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4.2 Self-adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Controller
|A ∩B| is defined as:
|A ∩B| = 1
2
h2(|mB −mA|+
√
pi(σA + σB))√
pi(σA + σB)
+ (4.5)
+
1
2
h2(|mB −mA|+
√
pi(σA − σB))√
pi(σA − σB) + (4.6)
+
1
2
h2(|mB −mA|+
√
pi(σA − σB))√
pi(σB − σA) . (4.7)
The function h(x) = max(0, x).
In case another rule results to be too similar to the new one, the mean value or the variance
have to be modified. Otherwise the new function can added. The weight w of the new rule
can be selected randomly or specified in function of the inputs.
4.2.5 Parameters Learning
The network is able to adapt its parameters towards the objective of minimizing the error.
By measuring its performance the NFC tunes its parameters, namely the weights of the
defuzzifier and the mean and variance of the membership functions. The performance is
expressed by the energy function:
E =
1
2
(Tref − Td)2 = 1
2
(e(k))2 (4.8)
The measured controlled variable is expressed by Td, while Tref represents the target.
The objective of the parameters learning is to minimize the energy function. The algorithm
computes the derivative of the energy function with respect to a parameter of the network,
and update the parameters to obtain the desired output, as described in [LL1991]. It is
based on the backpropagation algorithm for neural networks, since the gradient is calculated
in the direction opposite to the propagation of the output.
Layer 4 The error term can computed as:
δ4 = −δE
δy
= − δE
δe(k)
δe(k)
δy
= − δE
δe(k)
δe(k)
δTd
δTd
δy
(4.9)
If the dynamics of the system is unknown, the term δTdδy cannot be computed. We use the
delta adaptation law as described in [LWL1999], by defining: δ4 ≡ e(k) + ∆e(k) Having
estimated the error, the weight wj , at the k + 1 step, can be updated as follows:
wj(k + 1) = wj(k) + ∆wj (4.10)
The update is calculated as follows:
∆wj = −ηw δE
δwj
= −ηw δE
δy
δy
δwj
= −ηwδ4uj (4.11)
where ηw represents the learning rate for the weights in the backpropagation algorithm.
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Layer 3 This layer has no parameters, so the associated error is calculated in order to be
propagated to the previous layers.
δ3 = − δE
δuj
= −δE
δy
− δy
δuj
= δ4wj (4.12)
Layer 2 The error is calculated as:
δ2ji = −
δE
δu
Aji
= − δE
δuj
δuj
δu
Aji
= − δE
δuj
δ(u
Aji
·∏k 6=i uAjk)
δu
Aji
= (4.13)
= − δE
δuj
∏
k 6=i
u
Ajk
= δ3 − uj
u
Aji
(4.14)
The corrections for the Gaussian function mean values, mji is:
∆mji = −ηm δE
δmji
= −ηm δE
δmji
= 2ηmδ
2
ji
(x−mji)
(σji)2
(4.15)
where ηm represents the learning rate of the mean. Then the mean is updated as:
mji(k + 1) = mji(k) + ∆mji (4.16)
The corrections for the Gaussian standard deviation values, σji is:
∆σji = −ησ δE
δσji
= −ησ δE
δσji
= 2ησδ
2
ji
(x−mji)2
(σji)3
(4.17)
where ησ represents the learning rate of the standard deviance. Then the standard deviance
is updated as:
σji(k + 1) = σji(k) + ∆σji (4.18)
The convergence of the algorithm has been proven in [LWL1999].
4.2.6 Algorithm, enhancements and parametrization
A NFC for each host controls the CPU utilization on the host, wile one global NFC controls
the number of hosts. The NFC procedure is periodically called by the platform manager.
The output of the procedure is the action to be executed on the platform or on a single host.
For a single host the result of the procedure is the minimal CPU utilisation of an operator to
be removed. For the global controller the result represents the number of hosts to be added
or removed on the platforms.
The following table provide a concise representation of the algorithm executed by the NFC.
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4.2 Self-adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Controller
Algorithm 1 Neuro-Fuzzy Controller
1: procedure ExecuteNeuroFuzzyController(status x)
2: if Steps > 0 then
3: CalculateError(x)
4: LearnParameters() . Error is backpropagated and network parameters are updated
5: end if
6: ComputeLayer2() . input terms membership function output
7: ComputeLayer3() . rule nodes firing strength
8: OmitLearnStrucure = false
9: for each rule node: rn do
10: if rn.F iringStrenght > FiringStrenghtThreshold then
11: OmitLearnStrucure = true
12: end if . the firing strenght of all node is checked
13: end for . if no node has enough firing strengh, strucutre has to be updated
14: if OmitLearnStrucure == false then
15: LearnStructure() . A new node is added
16: ComputeLayer3(new node) . Compute new node firing strenght
17: end if
18: ComputeLayer4() . Network Output
19: return Layer 4 output
20: end procedure
Enhancements
Two main goals of the controller are timely reactivity and stability. Reactivity represents
the ability of the controller to handle sudden increase in error due in a timely manner.
Stability represents the ability of the system to converge towards the reference point. Another
important property for our system is the ability to avoid oscillations around the reference
point. These properties can be achieved through a proper design and configuration of the
NFC parameters that we describe in the next sub-section. Nevertheless we introduce some
changes to the original NFC in order to improve its performance in our system.
Minimal error threshold The normal behaviour of the NFC is to minimize the module
of the error. If the error is quite small, the output of the network may be not big enough
to trigger an action. This is a desired behaviour since actions such as operator migration
or starting new hosts have a cost and should be avoided if unnecessary. Due to the various
disturbances and complex dynamics of the system it is quite difficult and unlikely to con-
stantly keep the controlled variable perfectly stable on the reference point. The goal of the
controller is to maintain a the variable in a certain range. Nonetheless a small error is still
back-propagated and this can lead, in long time executions of the platform, to a significant
increment in the outputs of the region close to the reference point. Then an undesirable
action is triggered, even if the system can be considered in a stable condition. In order to
prevent this behaviour, we introduce a minimal error threshold value in the configuration of
the controller. If the error is below the minimal error threshold, the system can be considered
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stable and the parameters learning is not executed.
Variable learning rate Another issue which may affect the NFC regards the oscillations,
which is typical problem of control systems. A too responsive action may lead to a change
in the sign of the error. For example a if the reference point of the CPU utilization is 80%
and the measured value of 88% (error is -8) triggers a scaling up action, then the utilization
drops down (let us suppose to 75%, and an error of +5). The is a drop in the absolute value
of the error but the new measured value (75%) can be close to trigger a new action, in this
a scale down action. This means that the previous scaling up action was wrong. In order to
correct such a wrong behaviour in a more incisive way we use an higher learning rate if an
action causes a change in the sign of the error. In particular we use a leaning rate which is
proportional to the module of error. if the error is close to zero, the learning rate is closer
the usual one, while the learning rate is maximal when the new error module is equals or
bigger than the previous error module.
Initial Structure The initial structure of the NFC does not affect the long-run perfor-
mance of the system. Nonetheless the network may take many execution cycles before it
converges to the optimal solution, in case the initial and new nodes have random parame-
ters. In order to improve the initial performance, we initialize the network with an oﬄine
trained network approximating the threshold policy. The initial structure include nodes cov-
ering the values in the range of ±20% of the references. In case the dynamic of the system
exceeds this range, a new node is added, and its parameters are initialized according to the
same threshold policy.
Switching delays When an action is taken, a few time units are necessary before it is
completed; the utilization is affected by the action, since an additional work is loaded on the
host to execute an operator migration. In order to perform a correct error measurement for
the learning, the successive step is executed after the time which is necessary for the action
to be completed and the utilization not to be affected. In this way the measured error is the
result of the latest action.
Parameters
Several parameters can be configured in order to tune the system performance according to
specific needs or requirements. We list the main parameters by the properties of the systems
the affect:
• speed of convergence and stability are influenced by the learning rates (particularly on
the weights of layer 4). A too low learning rate would make the system respond too
slowly to the evolution of the dynamic of the system. While a too high leaning rate
would make the system too sensible to the latest input and potentially unstable;
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4.2 Self-adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Controller
• the occurrence of oscillations can be reduced by the variable learning rate, as explained
in the previous sub-section. The maximal learning rate can be increased in order to
make the system learn the error more quickly in case an oscillation occurs;
• the number of rules in the network is influenced by several parameters regarding the
input term nodes membership functions. The default deviation, the firing strength
threshold and the similarity threshold. The higher the deviation is, the bigger is the
region covered by a single node, and consequently less nodes are added to the network.
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4.3 Reinforcement Leaning
Reinforcement Leaning (RL) is a branch of machine learning that studies how autonomous
agents should decide the actions to take so as to pursue a certain goal. The agent has the
knowledge of state of the environment and choose the actions according to its expected
reward. The reward can be estimated on the basis of previously explored states and actions.
The problem is modelled as a Markov decision process (MDP). The MDP model is defined
by :
• S, the state space;
• A, the action space;
• R : S × A → R, the rewards over the state-action space. For each state-action pair
R(s, a) is the reward received upon execution of action a from state s ;
• T : S × A → P (S), the probability distribution over the S set. For each state s an
action a, it specifies the probability P (s′|s, a) of a transition to state s′, given the state
s and the action a.
The agent policy is the mapping from states to probabilities of selecting each possible action.
The core of the problem is to find the optimal agent policy in selecting the action at each
time step. The policy objective is to optimize the long-term discounted reward.
Traditional MPD algorithms are based on a model of the system and a pre-computed
policy. At runtime the sequence of observed states allow to determine the corresponding
action to be taken. However it would be difficult to estimate R and T : this would require
long experiments and such a process would not be easily adaptable to changes in the dynamic
of the system. Then reinforcement learning techniques allow to learn this estimate online
and continuously. In particular we use the approach known as Q-learning : the value function
Q is employed to map the long range expected rewards over the state-action space. The Q-
learning technique is able to learn rewards for a certain state and action from the experience,
without knowledge of the model. Then the expected transitions are those chosen by the Q
function as the most rewarding ones, given a certain state.
4.3.1 Q Function
The core of the problem is building the Q function estimator. For a transition at time t from
the state st, the action at, the new state st+1 and the immediate reward rt are observed.
Then the Q function is updated according to the Sarsa(0) algorithm, as follows:
∆Q(st, at) = α(t)[rt + γQ(st+1, at+1)−Q(st, at)] (4.19)
where .α(t) is the learning rate and γ is the discount parameter. The learning rate can be
time variant, and in particular it is decreasing asymptomatically to guarantee convergence
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4.3 Reinforcement Leaning
in a stationary system. Since we are considering a dynamically-variant system, we use a
constant learning rate. The discount parameter (between 0 and 1) represents the weight of
expected long term reward. The previous equation corresponds to the following assignment
for the Q function entry:
Q(st, at)← α(t)[rt + γQ(st+1, at+1)] + (1− α(t)) ·Q(st, at)]. (4.20)
The function Q(s, a) can be represented as a lookup table. Given a certain state, the most
rewarding action is searched through the table and selected as the action to be executed.
The following table shows a simplified pseudo-code version of the Q-learning algorithm
which is executed periodically on the platform. The procedure computes the optimal action
in function of the current state. In our implementation the state is represented by the latency
and the utilization. When the procedure is executed, the reward for the previous decision is
also computed and the Q function is updated accordingly.
Algorithm 2 Q-learning algorithm
1: procedure QLearningController(measuredUtilization, measuredLatency)
2: updateState(measuredUtilization, measuredLatency)
3: measuredReward = computeReward(previousState, currentState)
4: deltaQ = computeDeltaQ(previousState, previousAction, measuredReward)
. ∆Q is computed according to the Sarsa(0) algorithm
5: updateQFunction(previousState, previousAction, deltaQ)
6: maxReward = −∞
7: for all executableActions as action do
. Find the action with highest reward among all possible actions
8: reward = Q(currentState, action)
9: if reward > maxReward then
10: maxReward = reward
11: nextAction = action
12: end if
13: end for
14: return nextAction
15: end procedure
The core of the development of this algorithm lies on finding a proper evaluation of the
reward and on the implementation of the Q function.
We propose and compare the use of two different implementations of the Q function:
• a lookup table
• a function approximator based on a neural network
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4.3.2 Lookup table
The lookup table is a simple data structure. Its indexes are the state variables and the
action, while the stored values represent the rewards. The main advantages of the lookup
table are the simplicity and the speed in retrieving the values. On the other hand, if the
entries cover densely the state and action spaces, the table may occupy a significant space
in the memory and be slower in the updating procedure. Instead a more sparse distribution
of the cells requires to deal with the approximation of the values.
Monotonicity. As mentioned before, an important aspect to consider is the update proce-
dure. When a new value is measured for a certain pair state-action, the corresponding table
entry needs to be updated accordingly. However if the table is large the evolving dynamics
of the systems would require lots of steps before all the table could be updated however.
Nevertheless the new value con give us further information to updates the other entries too.
Then we assume the Q-function as soft monotonic in certain intervals, so that also cells
violating monotonicity can be updated at the same step and the evolution of the system can
be captured more responsively.
For the scale up action, the function is increasing in utilization and in latency. In other
words this means that if a certain pair utilization-latency has a reward r , scaling up should
have the same or higher reward for higher values of both the utilization and latency, while
the reward should be smaller when the utilization and latency are smaller. This is valid only
in the region where both variables are increasing or both are decreasing. We do not make
any assumption for the region where latency is increasing and utilization is decreasing, or
vice-versa. We impose a analogous rule for the scale down action: the function is decreasing
in utilization and in latency.
The third action we consider is do-not-scale. The function is again decreasing in utilization
and in latency. But in this case the region we impose the rule in is smaller: the monotonicity
is implemented only in the area between the reference points and the minimum/maximum
values of utilization and latency (and still in areas where they have both the same trend).
With a numerical example: we can consider a reference point of 80% of utilization. If we
measure the reward for not scaling when the utilization is 85%, we can impose that the
reward for not-scaling is higher for utilization values between 80% and 85%, while it is lower
for values between 85% and 100%. While we can not make assumption about the reward
values in the area where the utilization is below 80%.
4.3.3 Function approximator
As an alternative to the lookup table, we also implement a neural network (NN) which
approximate the output of the Q-function, as described in [TJDB2006]. We use a standard
multi-layer feed forward neural network. The following figure shows the network. The NN
is composed by:
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4.3 Reinforcement Leaning
• the input layer is composed by i inputs. In our case the inputs are the latency, the
utilization and the action. The inputs xi are propagated to the next layer;
• the hidden layer si composed by j neurons. The inputs are weighted and summed.
Then a transfer function (sigmoid) returns a value which represents the degree of
activation of the neuron.
ξj = ϑj +
∑
i
wHijxi (4.21)
yj = f(ξ) =
1
1 + e−ξ
(4.22)
where ϑj represents the activation threshold coefficient;
• the output layer the output o of the network is the weighted sum of the output of
the neurons.
o =
∑
j
wOjyj (4.23)
Back-propagation The network is trained to approximate the desired function through
the back-propagation algorithm. The goal of training is to minimise the objective function
E:
E =
1
2
(o− oˆ)2 (4.24)
where o is the output computed by the network and oˆ is the desired value. The back-
propagation updates the weights and the activation thresholds according to the following
rules:
• output layer. The update rule for the weights is:
w
(k)
Oj = w
(k)
Oj − λ((o− oˆ)yj) (4.25)
• hidden layer. The update rule for the weights and threshold are:
w
(k+1)
Hij = w
(k)
Hij − λ(o− oˆ) · wOj · f ′(ξ) · xi (4.26)
and
ϑ
(k+1)
j = ϑ
(k)
j − λ(o− oˆ) · wOj · f ′(ξ) (4.27)
(4.28)
where λ is the learning rate. These rules are obtained by substituting these equations:
∂E
∂wHij
=
∂E
∂yj
∂yj
∂wHij
=
∂E
∂yj
f ′(ξj)xi (4.29)
∂E
∂ϑj
=
∂E
∂yj
∂yj
∂ϑj
=
∂E
∂yj
f ′(ξj) (4.30)
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Figure 4.3: Neural Network Scheme
∂E
∂yj
=
∂E
∂o
wOj = (o− oˆ)wOj (4.31)
in the general update rules:
w
(k+1)
Hij = w
(k)
Hij − λ
(
∂E
∂wHij
)(k)
(4.32)
and
ϑ
(k+1)
j = ϑ
(k)
j − λ
(
∂E
∂ϑj
)(k)
(4.33)
The complete proof of the above equations can be found in [SKP1997]
Our network include 31 neurons. It requires an off-line training in order to provide a good
initial performance. It is trained for 10 thousands steps towards an initial arbitrary policy
(as explained in the next sub-section). The learning rate is set to 0.16. The goal of the neural
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4.3 Reinforcement Leaning
network is to approximate the Q-function and to change over time following the evolving
dynamic of the system. Due to the non-stationary nature of the system, convergence is not
guaranteed. Nevertheless experimental results (see [TJDB2006]) shows that the sum squared
error decrease monotonically to a minimum value.
4.3.4 Design issues, enhancements and parametrization
Reward One important design choice is how to compute the reward in function of the
current and previous states, and the latest action. At each step we compute the errors for
the utilization and the latency as the differences between the measured and reference values.
Then the reward for an action is proportional the variance in the error as a consequence
of the action. Since we consider 2 variables (latency and utilization), they can be weighted
differently in the computation of the reward, according to the platform objective. The reward
is computed according to the following algorithm. where Ku and Kl represents the weights
Algorithm 3 Reward computation
1: latencyError = latencyReference - measuredLatency
2: utilizationError = utilizationReference - measuredUtilization
3: rewardLatency = abs(errorLatencyPrevious) - abs(latencyError)
4: rewardUtilization = abs(errorUtilizationPrevious) - abs(utilizationError) ;
5: Reward = Ku * rewardUtilization + Kl * RewardErrorLatency
for the utilization and latency.
Initial policy The choice of the initial policy affects the initial performance of the con-
troller. We use the threshold policy as the initial one. The initial behaviour can be pro-
grammed within both implementation of the Q-function (lookup table and neural network).
In the function approximator implementation, the neural network is trained off-line to fol-
low this policy. Once the platform is running, the system adapts itself towards the optimal
policy.
Oscillations Similarly to what we described for the NFC controller, the Q-learning al-
gorithm may also be affected by the oscillations issue. A grace area is defined around the
reference points in order to prevent oscillation when the error is small.
Parametrization Several parameters can be configured by the platform administrator:
• the Sarsa discount parameter, between 0 and 1, represents the weight for of the future
reward in the Sarsa algorithm;
• the Sarsa learning rate determines to what extent the newly acquired information will
override the old information
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• Ku and Kl represents the weights for the utilization and latency in the reward com-
putation. According to the system needs, one of the 2 variables can be given priority
by getting an higher weight.
• the grace region for latency and utilization represent the dimension of the error that
can be ignored by the controller in order to prevent oscillations.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results
In this chapter we describe the experiments conducted in order to evaluate and compare the
techniques implemented on our platform. There are not standard methods and benchmarks
universally accepted regarding the auto-scaling field. The literature presents a variety of
testing platforms and benchmarks, which are often adapted to specific needs and environ-
ments.
One of the main issues of the auto-scaling problem is the ability to cope with unpredictable
workloads. Therefore a common need in the evaluation of the performances is the use of real
or realistic workloads. A workload is a list of the requests that the systems receives with the
timestamps. Real workloads can be obtained from cloud platforms; data are anonymized
and stored into files (traces). Workloads can also be generated with specific programs, by
using the statistical parameters measured in real cases.
Workloads Workloads are composed by a number of short-time jobs which are triggered
by external factors such as events or clients requests. Typical examples of transactional
workloads are HTTP requests on web applications. Some workloads extensively used in
literature are:
• the ClarkNet trace, which contains the HTTP requests received by ClarkNet Internet
provider in 1995 [Clark];
• the World Cup 98 trace contains the HTTP requests to the World Cup website in 1998
[WCT98].
Traces of HTTP requests show often cyclical patterns, for example some hours and week-
days have more traffic. However the patterns are typically on long time ranges. So the
analysis of these patterns does not offer an advantage for the short-term response of the
auto-scaling component. Furthermore our typical use cases of our platform differs from the
websites environment. Our traces do not show clear patterns and may often have unpre-
dictable and unsteady peak demands.
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In our experiments we use synthetic or real traces representing the raw tick streams in
Stock Exchange platform. Each tick represents a minimum price movement (0.01 EUR) at a
given stock exchange for a given financial instrument and generate an event to be processed
by the platform.
Scope of the experiments Our experiments aim at evaluating the following requirements
of the controller:
• Workload Independence: the solution has to be independent from the workload
characteristics; we test the solution with different workloads and evaluate if the per-
formances are not dependant on the type of workload; we do not want to adjust the
solution on a specific workload pattern or stochastic model of the workload.
• Adaptivity: the system has to be able to adapt online to changing conditions; we
make some tests to evaluate if the controller is learning using feedback of the measured
variables.
• Configurability: the policy should be easy to configure by an end user. Therefore we
evaluate how the controller performance is influenced by its main parameters and we
propose a range of possible values that the system administrator could set to pursue
certain objectives.
We make two different sets of experiments: first we use synthetic workload on a simple
simulator in order to test the basic features of the controller and tune its parameters. After-
wards we make final tests with real-world data on a state of the art data stream processing
platform.
5.1 Synthetic workloads and simulation
We make some preliminary tests of the controllers on a simple simulator in order to test
the basic properties of the controller. Then we try to tune its parameters according to the
dimension of the system variables.
5.1.1 Simulator
The simulator is a simplified version of the platform. It is very hard to capture and synthesize
the dynamic of the real platform system. However we make a simulation environment which
includes the main variables of the real system and with realistic values: events, utilization
and latency. The simulator distribute the events coming from the workload among the hosts.
For a single host, the simulator uses the elasticity policy enforcer to control the utilization of
a host. In case the controller triggers a scaling action, the simulator adds/removes operators
on the hosts accordingly. The simulator also include a fixed utilization cost for triggering
action. The action cost represents the additional workload which is necessary to perform the
scaling action.
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5.1 Synthetic workloads and simulation
Workload 1Workload 2
194 152 888 304
208 152 916 304
194 166 888 332
157 163 814 326
139 150 778 300
164 149 828 298
131 155 762 310
161 137 822 274
141 129 782 258
111 126 722 252
134 110 768 220
96 108 692 216
57 108 614 216
66 123 632 246
72 143 644 286
38 166 576 332
36 190 572 380
36 215 572 430
67 241 634 482
44 268 588 536
75 295 650 590
44 322 588 644
59 319 618 638
68 311 636 622
39 326 578 652
19 313 538 626
7 302 514 604
42 317 584 634
23 308 546 616
53 308 606 616
52 297 604 594
82 284 664 568
111 297 722 594
128 311 756 622
157 314 814 628
143 305 786 610
129 305 758 610
90 301 680 602
124 318 748 636
160 336 820 672
198 343 896 686
234 360 968 720
223 345 946 690
185 327 870 654
152 308 804 616
153 291 806 582
164 291 828 582
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Figure 5.1: Synthetic workloads
We generate some workloads with similar dynamic to real-world cases (as shown in the
next section). The graphs show the number of events which are presented to the platform per
time unit. The two workload are produced with a random number generator: the number
of events per time unit is increased or decreased by a random number. Some higher bursts
which can be triggered with a certain probability. When a burst is triggered, the number
of events is increased/decreased by an higher value for a set of consecutive time units. In
the first workload the maximum change in the number within two consecutive time units
is +/-40 events, while during the burst the change is set-up to 50 for 10 time units. The
second workload present an harder test: the maximum change in the events number on
normal condition is 60, while the burst reach an increase/decrease of 120 events per time
unit.
5.1.2 Experiments
In these experiments the goal of the controller is to achieve a CPU utilization of 0.8.
Configuration
We test the controller with different values of the main parameters, in order to find a robust
configuration to apply on real-world experiments. We evaluate the achieved average utiliza-
tion, the average absolute value of the error (difference between the measured and reference
utilization) and the number of scaling action which are triggered by the controller.
Threshold We test different values for the thresholds (0.75-0.85, 0.70-0.90 and 0.65-0.95).
The results shows that the best configuration is with the threshold 0.7-0.9.
Neuro-Fuzzy Controller We test the controller different values of the learning rate for
the combiners of the neural network. The figure shows that the best configuration is with
learning rate 0.2.
Reinforcement Learning We test the controller different values of the learning rate of
the Sarsa algorithm. Both the neural network and lookup table implementations are tested.
The best result are achieve with Sarsa learning rate 0.4.
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Figure 5.2: Average Utilization and Error for the Neuro Fuzzy Controller (workload 1)
Evaluation We show how the controller are influenced by their main parameter. We
propose the optimal configuaration from this preliminary test and some configuration ranges:
0.1 to 0.3 for the learning rate in the NFC and 0.1 to 0.7 for the Sarsa learning rate in the
RL. We notice that at the best of their configurations, the different policies show similar
performances. Too high learning rate tend to trigger too many actions and as a consequence
add higher action costs.
Adaptivity
We tested the adaptivity by forcing the feedback of the system in order to make the controller
learn a new behaviour. Initially the threshold for triggering a scaling-down action is set the
0.9. Then we force the feedback of the system to make the controller learn to scale first
at 0.85 and then at 0.95. The goal of the test is to measure how many steps are necessary
before the controller learns the new points to scale. Obviously this test is not run for the
threshold policy, since it has no learning capacity. As expected, the higher is the learning
rate, the fastest is the controller to learn the new behaviour.
Workload Independence
We compare the performances of the controllers under the different workloads described
above. In particular we aim at finding out if the optimal parameters configuration is de-
pendant on the workload. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show that the performances are decreased in
comparison to the previous workload, due to the higher variance in the workload. Never-
theless the optimal configuration is preserved under the new workload. Therefore this test
shows that once the optimal configuration is found, it can be used with good performances
with workloads having different characteristics.
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Figure 5.3: Average Utilization and Error for Q Learning with Function approxima-
tor(workload 1)
Evaluation
The simulation is useful in order to tune the main parameters and to show how the controllers
are able to adapt quickly to clear changes of the workload dynamic. Machine learning
approaches (RL and NFC) show the capacity to adapt to changes and their configuration
is independent from the workload. However real-traces do not have really definite dynamic,
and the burstiness of the traces interfere with the learning process. At the best of their
configuration the different approaches offer a similar performance on the synthetic bursty
workloads. Moreover the behaviour of the simulator is too simple and distant from the real
dynamic of the system. Real-world experiments are necessary in order to evaluate the best
elasticity policy.
5.2 Real-world experiments
We run the experiments on a real-world CEP engine prototype. The CEP engine works as
described in Chapter 2.
5.2.1 Experimental platform
The platform is a private, shared cloud using up to 10 processing nodes. The platform
constantly monitors the running operators on all hosts and measures CPU, RAM and network
consumption for each of them periodically. These measurements are used by the auto-scaling
technique to decide if a host/system is over- or underloaded. For overloaded hosts a subset of
their operators is selected and re-assigned to not overloaded hosts according to the underlying
modules of the system (i.e. enforcing subset sum and bin-packing algorithms). The system
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Figure 5.4: Average Utilization and Error for Q Learning with Lookup Table (workload 1)
automatically allocates or deallocates hosts as instructed by the selected auto-scaling module,
if the decision is feasible. Adapting our solution to the real-world CEP engine requires further
adjustments to the policy:
• Learning algorithm: while the reinforcement learning policy output could be to trigger a
scaling action, the decision may not be enforced because of the underlying bin packing.
This occurs for example when the host to be released still has a significant workload
and not enough resources are available on the remaining hosts to move its operators.
In this situation the scaling decision are cancelled and the system state is not changed.
consequently we modified the learning algorithms to receive a negative penalty as the
immediate feedback on the next learning step, so that the reward of the taken action
is reduced and so is the probability to take this wrong decision again.
• Grace period : we enforce a fixed grace period, in a similar way to the threshold-based
approach. During the grace period the learning is paused too. The learning for a
previous scaling decision is done using the (stable) utilization after the grace period
finished. This is necessary since a scaling action normally shows its effect on the system
after a few steps. During the grace period the measurements are affected by a certain
noise introduced by the scaling action, e.g. the utilization could be increased because
of the operators migration temporary overhead.
5.2.2 Workload
In our experiments we use anonymized traces from the raw tick streams in Frankfurt Stock
Exchange (Fig. 5.9 shows the ticks count on one day time period). Each tick represents
a minimum price movement (0.01 EUR) at a given stock exchange for a given financial
instrument and generate an event to be processed by the platform. A single day can include
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Figure 5.5: Number of steps to learn new thresholds with NFC
around 8 millions events. The higher peaks reach about 2K events per second. There are no
recognisable patterns during the working hours of the day. During the market closure time
the load is close to zero ticks. We also compare several days data and we notice that the
workload trends may differ significantly during the working hours. Another important factor
to consider is how rapidly the numbers of ticks per second varies. The rate can increase and
decrease very quickly: two consecutive 1 second intervals can differ of up to around 1500
ticks per seconds.
5.2.3 Evaluation
In these experiments the goal of the controller is to achieve CPU utilization of 0.6 . We make
the tests for the reinforcement learning and compare this approach with the existing thresh-
olds policy. Again we run the tests to evaluate the configurability, workload independence
and adaptivity.
Configurability
We run the experiments with the same configuration and workload with the threshold and
the reinforcement learning policies. We vary the parameters and run different tests in order
to study their influence on the utilization and latency. We use the workload Day1 and five
configurations with different lower threshold tl and upper threshold tu:
• Default: tl = 0:3 and tu = 0:8
• Decreased Lower Threshold: tl = 0:2 and tu = 0:8
• Increased Lower Threshold: tl = 0:4 and tu = 0:8
• Decreased Upper Threshold: tl = 0:3 and tu = 0:7
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Figure 5.6: Number of steps to learn new thresholds with RL
• Increased Upper Threshold: tl = 0:3 and tu = 0:9
The results of local thresholds are shown in Figure 5.11. The default configuration achieves an
average utilization of 0.52 and a 90th percentile latency of 1850 ms. When the lower threshold
is decreased, also average utilization and latency decrease. When the lower threshold is set
closer to the target, the opposite behaviour occurs, due to more frequent operator migrations.
The latency is increasing significantly with both 0.7 and 0.9 upper threshold. The upper
threshold 0.7 is too close to the target utilization and therefore results in too many operator
migrations. On the contrary, the upper threshold of 0.9 produces many overload situations,
which also affect the end to end latency.
The results for reinforcement learning are shown in Figure 5.10. The reinforcement
learning is able to achieve comparable utilization and latency values for all configurations
except the one with an upper threshold 0.9. This means that the system is able to learn
and find a nearly optimal configuration independently from the initial configuration. The
utilization varies between 0.56 and 0.62, the average latency between 1500 and 2600 ms. The
improvements in the performance can be explained by 2 reasons: (1) the upper threshold is
adapted based on the online learning and (2) negative penalty values prevent too frequent
scale in decisions. In addition, in order to maximize the learning effect, we use a coarse
granularity table for the reinforcement learning. We use a step size of 0.05, which represent
the distance minimal distance between 2 entries in the table. A coarse grained table speeds
up the learning and due to the resulting rounding disambiguates the scaling decisions.
Workload independence
In order to evaluate the robustness we run the experiment on different workloads with the
default configuration used in the previous section. We run the thresholds policy with a lower
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Figure 5.7: Average Utilization and Error for the Q Learning with Lookup Table (workload
2)
threshold of 0.3 and an upper threshold of 0.8 for all three workloads Day1, Day2 and Day3
(see Figure 5.13). The achieved utilization as well as latency varies significantly for the local
threshold based policy. Especially, for Day2 the achieved latency is for the same configuration
nearly twice as high as for Day1. In contrast, the reinforcement learning shows more stable
results especially in the achieved latency (see Figure 5.12). The reinforcement learning
adapts to the changed workload characteristics and thereby shows better performance values.
However the results still show some significant variance among different days, since the
workloads may be non-stationary within the day-time too.
Adaptivity
Finally, we test the adaptivity of the reinforcement learning policy. We influence the learning
of the system by varying the learning rate imp and the duration dur. We test four different
configurations:
• No Learning: imp = 0.0
• Default Learning: imp = 0.2 and dur = 80
• More intensive Learning: imp = 0.5 and dur = 80
• Longer Learning: imp = 0.2 and dur = 160
As initial configuration we use a lower threshold of 0.3 and an upper threshold of 0.8.
The results are presented in Figure 5.14. Our default learning configuration shows better
performance than the no-learning one. The utilization of the system improves from 0.55 of
the disabled learning experiment to 0.58. The latency decreases from 2100 to 1700 ms. Both
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Figure 5.8: Average Utilization and Error for the Neuro Fuzzy Controller (workload 2)19 394 332 700
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Figure 5.9: Financial workloads from Frankfurt Stock Exchange
increasing the learning duration as well as the learning impact results in a worse utilization
and latency. The loss for an increased impact is larger than the loss for an increased learning
duration. However, it is important to note that all different learning configurations still show
better performance than the threshold approach.
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Figure 5.10: Results for Reinforcement Learning configurations (configurability); source:
[HPZF2014]
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Figure 5.11: R sults for Thresh lds configurati s (configur bility); source: [HPZF2014]
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Figure 5.12: Results for Reinforcement Learning configurations (workload independence);
source: [HPZF2014]
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5.2 Real-world experiments
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Figure 5.14: Results for Reinforcement Learning for different workloads (adaptivity); source:
[HPZF2014]
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Finding an efficient elasticity policy is a major challenge of modern data streaming process-
ing systems. Traditional threshold-based approaches may be insufficient when the workload
dynamic is changing constantly and the system requires to adapt to different contexts.
The use of intelligent scaling strategies on these systems can ensure stable latency as
well as good system utilization at all time. We formulated the major requirements for
using auto-scaling techniques within data streaming systems: self-configurability, workload
independence and adaptivity.
We analyse different auto-scaling techniques and select two learning techniques to imple-
ment on our platform. We first test the different policies on a simulator in order to tune its
parameters to the dimension of the variables of the real system and make a preliminary test
of the requirements fulfilment.
Finally we implement and adapt the reinforcement learning technique on a state of the
art data stream processing system. Then we test its performances with real world data and
compare the results with the traditional threshold-based policy.
Based on the results of our evaluation, we conclude that correctly chosen local thresholds
shows good performance. Nevertheless thresholds policies are not able to capture varying
dynamics and to perform well in all situations. The adapted version of the reinforcement
learning is a good alternative, which provides a robust and adaptive solution towards the
auto-scaling problem. However, the parameters influencing the learning need to be carefully
chosen in order to achieve adaptivity while avoiding too fast learning.
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Appendix A
Lists of abbreviations
ARMA: Auto Regressive Moving Average
CCL: Continuous Computation Language
CEP: Complex Event Processing
CT: Control Theory
FALCON: Fuzzy Adaptive Learning Control Network
FFT: Fast Fourier Transform
IaaS : Infrastructure as a Service
MDP: Markov decision process
NFC: Neural Fuzzy Controller
Paas: Platform as a Service
PI: Proportional-Integral
PID: Proportional-Integral-Derivative
QT: Queuing theory
RL: Reinforcement Learning
SaaS : Software as a Service
SLA: Service Level Agreement
TS: Time series
VM: Virtual Machines
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